Supplementary: On Generating Transferable Target Perturbations

We study the effect of augmentations and ensemble learning by analysing class-wise transferability in Appendix A. We further discuss on why augmentations and ensemble learning leads to more transferable targeted patterns in Appendix A.1 and Appendix A.2. We then present the vulnerability of batchnorm to black-box targeted perturbations in Appendix B. In Appendix C, we analyze the effect of linear back-propagation of gradients [3] and using more gradients from skip connections [14] on the targeted attack transferability. For the sake of completeness, we report the drop in clean accuracy caused by different defenses including input processing methods (JPEG, Median Blur, and NRP), adversarial training, and stylized training in Appendix D. Names of 100 target classes are provided in Appendix E. Finally, we present visual illustrations to showcase different targeted adversarial patterns found by our method, TTP (Transferable Targeted Perturbations), in Appendix F.

Appendix A. Effect of Augmentations and Ensemble Learning

We proposed a mechanism to explore augmented adversarial space and ensemble learning to boost transferability of the targeted adversarial perturbations found by TTP. A per-class analysis for 10 targets presented in Table 1 reveals that augmentations and ensemble learning increase the adversarial effect for every target. TTP is trained against naturally trained ResNet50 and ResNet ensemble \( R_{ens}: \text{ResNet}\{18,50,101,152\} \) and perturbations are transferred to naturally trained VGG16 and stylized VGG16 [2]. In some cases, such as Hippopotamus, augmented learning maximizes the transferability from ResNet50 to naturally trained VGG16 by more than 100% (Table 1). Similarly, we observe that ensemble learning proves to be effective e.g., see Grey-Owl in Table 1. VGG16 trained on stylized ImageNet showed higher resistance against targeted adversarial attacks. For example, transferability of perturbations found by TTP for French Bulldog distribution is around 11% on VGG16 (SIN) as compared to 63% on VGG16 trained on ImageNet (IN) (Table 1).

Appendix A.1. Why Augmentations boost Transferability?

Ilyas et al. [5] showed that adversarial examples can be explained by features of the attacked class label. In our targeted attack case, we wish to imprint the features of the target class distribution onto the source samples within an allowed distance (e.g. \( l_{\infty} \leq 16 \)). However, a black-box (unknown) model might apply different set of transformations (from one layer to another) to process such features and reduce the target transferability. Training on adversarial augmented samples allows the generator to capture such targeted features that are robust to transformations that may vary from one model to another.

Appendix A.2. Why an Ensemble of Weak Models maximizes Transferability?

Different models of the same family of networks can exploit different information to make prediction. One such example is shown in Fig. 1. Generators are trained against Dense121 and Dense169 to target Snowmobile distribution. Unrestricted generator outputs reveal that Dense121 is more focused on Snowmobile’s blades while Dense169 emphasis background pine tree patterns to discriminate Snowmobile samples. This complementary information from different models of the same family helps the generator to capture more generic global patterns for a given target distribution.

Appendix B. The Vulnerability of Batchnorm

Batchnorm [8] helps in optimization of neural networks as well as increases their clean accuracy. However, our empirical cross-family (Dense \( \rightarrow \) VGG_{BN}, Dense \( \rightarrow \) VGG, ResNet \( \rightarrow \) VGG_{BN}, ResNet \( \rightarrow \) VGG) analysis presented in Fig. 2 suggests that batchnorm makes the model more vulnerable to the targeted adversarial attacks. Adversarial perturbations found by TTP transfer better against models trained using batchnorm as compared to models trained without it (Fig. 2).

Appendix C. Skip Connections and Linear Back-Propagation of Gradients

Dongxian et al. [14] observed that while back-propagating, giving more importance to the gradients coming from skip connections can enhance adversarial transferability. Similarly, Guo et al. [3] showed that encouraging
Table 1: *Per Target Transferability of our Method (TTP)*: Top-1 target accuracy (%) with 49.95K ImageNet val. samples for each target. Perturbation budget: $l_\infty \leq 16$. Adversarial perturbations are transferred from naturally trained ResNet50 and ResNet ensemble to naturally trained VGG16 and stylized VGG16 [2]. Augmentations as well as ensemble learning improves efficiency of TTP.
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Figure 2: *Batchnorm Vulnerability to Targeted Transferability*: {10-Targets (all source) settings}. TTP (Algorithm 1 in the paper) strength is higher against models trained naturally with batchnorm as compared to without batchnorm. Batchnorm [8] provides better optimization and increase model clean accuracy but these empirical results indicate that it also make the model more vulnerable to blackbox targeted attacks. Each value is averaged across 10 targets (see Section 4 in the paper for details) with 49.95k ImageNet val. samples for each target. Perturbation budget is $l_\infty = 16$. 
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Table 2: Target Transferability: {10-Targets (sub-source)} Top-1 target accuracy (%) averaged across 10 targets. Perturbation budget: \( l_\infty \leq 16/32 \). SIN [2] and Adv (\( l_\infty=0.5 \)), and Adv (\( l_\infty=1.0 \)) [13] are ResNet50 models trained using stylized and adversarial examples, respectively. Augs. represents augmentation based training [4] of ResNet50.

Table 3: Effect of Input Processing on Clean Accuracy: Top-1 (%) accuracy on ImageNet val. set (50k images). Median Blur with window size 5×5 causes large drop in clean accuracy while NRP [11] has the least effect on the model’s clean accuracy.

Appendix D. Clean Accuracy vs. Defenses

We evaluate the effect of different defenses on model’s clean accuracy. We study the input processing methods including JPEG with quality 50% [12], Median Blur with kernel size 5×5 [12] and NRP [11] as well as different training mechanisms including Augmix [4], stylized [2] and adversarial training methods [10, 13]. Results are presented in

Appendix E. 100 Targets Names

The performance of TTP is evaluated against the following randomly selected 100 targets (see Sec. 4.1 of the paper). We divide ImageNet classes into 100 mutually exclusive sets. Each set contains 10 classes. We randomly selected one target from each set.
Appendix F. Visual Demos

Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 show different targeted patterns produced by TTP trained against naturally trained ResNet50. We demonstrate how adversarial patterns evolve as TTP learns to model a certain target distribution from different networks of the same family in Figures 9 and 10.
Figure 3: Targeted adversaries produced by TTP (before and after valid projection) trained against ResNet50. Observe that adversarial patterns are not constant rather TTP adapts to the input sample and adds different patterns to different samples to achieve maximum transferability. Transferability is measured as Top-1 target accuracy on the ImageNet val. set (49.95k samples excluding the target images).
Figure 4: Targeted adversaries produced by TTP (before and after valid projection) trained against ResNet50. Observe that adversarial patterns are not constant rather TTP adapts to the input sample and adds different patterns to different samples to achieve maximum transferability. Transferability is measured as Top-1 target accuracy on the ImageNet val. set (49.95k samples excluding the target images).
Figure 5: Targeted adversaries produced by TTP (before and after valid projection) trained against ResNet50. Observe that adversarial patterns are not constant rather TTP adapts to the input sample and adds different patterns to different samples to achieve maximum transferability. Transferability is measured as Top-1 target accuracy on the ImageNet val. set (49.95k samples excluding the target images).
Figure 6: Targeted adversaries produced by TTP (before and after valid projection) trained against ResNet50. Observe that adversarial patterns are not constant rather TTP adapts to the input sample and adds different patterns to different samples to achieve maximum transferability. Transferability is measured as Top-1 target accuracy on the ImageNet val. set (49.95k samples excluding the target images).
Figure 7: Targeted adversaries produced by TTP (before and after valid projection) trained against ResNet50. Observe that adversarial patterns are not constant rather TTP adapts to the input sample and adds different patterns to different samples to achieve maximum transferability. Transferability is measured as Top-1 target accuracy on the ImageNet val. set (49.95k samples excluding the target images).
Figure 8: Targeted adversaries produced by TTP (before and after valid projection) trained against ResNet50. Observe that adversarial patterns are not constant rather TTP adapts to the input sample and adds different patterns to different samples to achieve maximum transferability. Transferability is measured as Top-1 target accuracy on the ImageNet val. set (49.95k samples excluding the target images).
Figure 9: *Evolution of TTP*: Unconstrained targeted adversarial patterns generated by TTP are shown to demonstrate how TTP evolves as it learns perturbations from different source models of a certain family of networks.
Figure 10: Evolution of TTP: Unconstrained targeted adversarial patterns generated by TTP are shown to demonstrate how TTP evolves as it learns perturbations from different source models of a certain family of networks.
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